Events Calendar

Saturday, November 14, 2020
Forest Therapy Walks at Ken Reid Conservation Area
Date and Time: Saturday, November 14 09:30 a.m.  12:00 p.m.
Event Location: 277 Kenrei Road
We all know how good being in nature can make us feel. We have known it for centuries. The sounds of the forest, the scent of the
trees, the sunlight playing through the leaves, the fresh, clean air — these things give us a sense of comfort. They ease our stress and
worry, help us to relax and to think more clearly. Being in nature can restore our mood, give us back our energy and vitality, refresh and
rejuvenate us.
Now, thanks to the generous support of Enbridge, you can enjoy the benefits of forest bathing yourself, for free.
Kristie Virgoe, Director, Stewardship and Conservation Lands and a certified Forest Therapy Guide, will lead small groups on a
rejuvenating forest therapy experience.
Registration is required for these free events.
Donations to Kawartha Conservation are greatly appreciated and can be directed to areas you'd like to support. Donate Today.

Monday, November 16, 2020
Introduction to River Ice Engineering  Online Course (3 Days)
Date and Time: Monday, November 16 09:00 a.m.  3:00 p.m.
Event Location: 277 Kenrei Road
Program Overview
River ice causes prevalent problems in Canada and will be addressed in this course. Breakup and subsequent ice jams cause
significant damage in some areas. This course will provide an introduction to river ice engineering and is tailored to an audience of
nonspecialist professionals. From the formation of ice covers to breakup and ice jams, this course will illustrate the river ice
processes and identify common problems associated with these processes through case studies.
Learning Objectives
At the end of the workshop, participants will be able to;
Understand river ice processes and river ice engineering applications
Discover the tools and methods used in river science and engineering
Develop a fundamental understanding of river ice characteristics and behavior
Appreciate the challenge confronted in managing river ice
Apply the theory of river ice processes to practical applications associated with river ice management.
Course Outline
General Overview
River ice properties
Freezeup processes
Freezeup time (Excel numerical exercises)
Numerical modelling
Monitoring River ice covers
Ice thickness predictions (Excel numerical exercises)
Ice jam processes
Icejam flood forecasting
Who Should Attend?
Professionals involved in the management of river ice engineering projects, including; Water Resource Engineers & Specialists, River
Engineers, Environmental Specialists, Project Managers, Civil Engineers, Technologist & Technicians and Engineering Consultants.

Your Instructor  KarlErich Lindenschmidt
Karl is an associate professor at the University of Saskatchewan and member of APEGS. He holds a Bachelor of Science in
Mechanical Engineering from the University of Manitoba, a Master of Applied Science in Mechanical Engineering from the University
of Toronto and a PhD in Environmental Engineering from the Technical University of Berlin. Before his appointment at the University of
Saskatchewan, Karl was with the Manitoba Water Stewardship as a hydrologic modelling research engineer where one of his
research topics involved monitoring and modelling river ice processes along the Red, Assiniboine and Dauphin Rivers. His knowledge
on river ice processes aided Red River Floodway operations, the Ice Jam Mitigation Program along the lower Red River and flood risk
management of the Lake St. Martin/Dauphin River System. He has also extended his portfolio of river ice work and research to
include the Slave River in the Northwest Territories, the Peace and Athabasca rivers in Alberta, and the South Saskatchewan and
Qu'Appelle rivers in Saskatchewan.
PreRequisites  None
Duration  Online Course  3 days (each day will include 5 hours of instructional learning, a 40 minute lunch break and two 10 minute
breaks)
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